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Floral Fancies
Flowers are beautiful for any occasion–
They’re perfect for gifts or display
But they could be more than just mere decoration–
Our flowers can grant your wish of the day!
Our sunflowers make sure the sun remains out
So that your plans won’t get ruined by rain,
You can have picnics or bike rides and be safely about–
Bad weather will not be a pain!
Our forget-me-nots will strengthen your mind
So that you’ll remember everything you need–
Have a test or a speech that you were assigned?
Memorize everything with precision and speed!
Our marigolds bring you a whole lot of luck–
Much more than any lucky coin,
You’ll find great ideas if ever you’re stuck,
And you’ll win every game that you join!
If you have many wishes, you can buy a bouquet,
So that everything you want will come true,
And we can promise you the most wonderful day–
But tomorrow, you’ll need flowers that are new!
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Peculiar Pets
They’re not the prettiest sights, we fear–
Our pets will never be stars of the show
(Unless, of course, it’s the circus–
Then our pets will be good to go.)
But what our pets don’t have in looks,
They have in peculiar skills,
And if you do decide to care for them,
Your life will become full of thrills!
Our parrots come from all over the world–
Any language at all, they can speak,
So if you want to learn a new language,
They’ll help you do so within a few weeks!
Our snakes are talented musicians–
They can play the maracas and the tambourine,
And if you play them a beautiful song,
The way they dance will cause quite a scene!
Our cats come from a line of acrobats–
From up high, they can twist and dive,
And they’re as fearless as fearless can be
Since they’re all equipped with their nine lives!
No matter which pets you decide to choose
Or the things that they can do,
You’ll be filled with pride as you watch them grow
And they’ll love and be loyal to you!
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The Candy Pharmacy
It’s quite a shame, really,
When your favorite candy
Ends up being bad for your teeth–
Or when you eat too many
And get a bad tummy–
The candy stops being a treat!
Wouldn’t it be just great
If the candies you ate
Actually managed to be good for you?
Well, we make candies healthy,
Just like any veggie,
Though it may sound too good to be true!
For some Vitamin A–
Well, what do you say!
Our lollipops will do the trick!
And for Vitamin C–
Anything citrusy!
Gummy bears, jelly beans–take your pick!
If you have a bad cough
And syrup isn’t enough,
We have some mints that work great,
You can take it, too,
If you have the flu–
Or you can eat our chocolate!
We have all you need,
And all at great speed,
So whenever you feel quite unwell,
Or if you want some sweets
That are healthy to eat,
Come visit–your trip will be swell!
!
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The Colorful Cows of the Dairy Department
!
We know how important milk is for your growth–
Who doesn’t want strong bones and good height?
And we know how boring regular fresh milk can be–
Don’t you ever crave for milk that’s not white?
Then step right inside! You’ve come to the right place!
We’ll make sure you’ll become mighty and tall,
And we’ll let you choose whichever flavor you like–
We have enough variety for all!
We have the entire rainbow in cows
And even beyond that, like cows that are pink,
And every cow serves the freshest milk there can be–
Our milk is always ready to drink!
We’re sure you already love chocolate milk,
But only we have actual cows that are brown,
And our red cows are a source of pride–
They serve the best strawberry milk in town!
We also have flavors you can’t get outside,
Like apple and orange and lime,
So if you’re feeling adventurous,
Just pick a cow; all our milk is sublime!
And if you give any of our cows a good shake,
You’ll taste the best milkshake you’ll ever find,
And you can even mix flavors together–
Some of them taste better combined!
Now, can you see how great fresh milk can be?
You can have fun while we help you grow,
And your milk never has to be dull ever again
Since now, you finally know!
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The Double Take Cake and Bake Shop
!
We only ever sell one kind of pastry,
And to many, it looks really bland—
It's but a small, ordinary square
With no toppings to make it look grand,
But you wouldn't believe the surprises it hides,
The tastes that come out with every bite,
And you'll wonder about how a pastry so plain
Can taste so unusual yet right!
The first bite is an exciting part—
You can't predict what the exact taste will be,
It could taste like the chewiest chocolate cookie
Or the lightest shortcake of strawberry,
It could even taste entirely new—
Flavors from places you've never been,
All you can be sure of is, after that bite,
You can’t help but break into a grin!
Then just when you think you've had quite enough,
And think the treat's become quite a bore,
Without any warning, the flavors just change,
And they're entirely different from before!
You may suddenly taste hints of caramel
Or drops of lemon to jolt you awake,
You may even taste all of these flavors at once—
All from the square that we baked!
So yes, we sell cakes and we sell baked goods, too,
But we do so in entirely new ways,
We produce each batch of our squares in just minutes
When for other shops, a treat can take days,
And whatever it is we lack in design,
We more than have in taste,
And since each bite’s a different experience,
No square will ever go to waste!
!
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The Enchanted Eyeglass Emporium
The world is indeed a beautiful place
But sometimes you need something new
Like a different way to see the same world–
One you thought you already knew.
There’s a lot more to what meets your eyes,
And we’re here to help you see,
So come and try our glasses
To know how extraordinary things can be!
These lenses will let you see into the future
(And trust me, your future’s quite grand!)
You can even fast forward to later events
Or slow down, all at your command!
Then, if you turn them upside down,
You can look back instead on your past,
You can relive your favorite moments,
Especially if they went by way too fast!
You can see the world with just one color–
You can also view it in just black and white,
Just pick out the color you want from the rack,
And the lens will adjust your sight!
We have silly glasses if you want a good laugh–
You can put dog-ears on each person you meet,
You can see cotton candy instead of big trees,
Or walk on a trail instead of a street!
You can also turn the world upside down–
You can jump on clouds or see dogs and cats fly!
We can also help you see better at night–
You’ll see galaxies when you view the night sky!
We have all the glasses that you’ll ever want
And it is our hope that after having your fun,
You’ll see the world for the way it really is
And truly know it’s a wonderful one.
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The Perfect Pajama Pair Palace
!
Want the sweetest dreams tonight?
There’s an easy way to make sure!
You can buy your perfect pair of dreams—
Here, let me give you a tour!
You’ll be able to breathe underwater
And you can swim with a mermaid’s tail,
You can become the world’s most famous pirate
And watch sunsets when you choose to set sail,
You can build yourself a coral palace
Or hear what shells may have to say,
You can have your adventures out on the sea
If you get this blue pair today!
Perhaps green is more of your color—
Perhaps you’d like to rule the jungle instead,
Perhaps you’d like to experience being a monkey,
Or be a lion that can fill forests with dread,
Maybe you’d like to climb the highest trees—
So high, you can almost touch the sky,
Or you can just have your own backyard garden
If this green pair you will buy!
You could also get yourself a crown—
At least, you can have one in your sleep,
You can rule the richest city on earth
And have the finest jewels inside your keep,
You can hold masquerades if you please,
Or you can just have afternoon tea,
All you need is this pair of purple pajamas
And you’ll have nights of finery!
Buy red and you’ll control fire,
Yellow pairs are tickets to the sun,
Get orange for a perfect summer day,
Or wear rainbow stripes for extra fun!
We have polka dots and checkers, too,
Or prints for specific dreams–
We have all the magic you’ll ever need,
Sewn into all our pajamas’ seams!
!
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The Shoes of Who’s Who
!
We’re sure you’ve been told time and time again
To walk a mile in someone else’s shoes–
Haven’t you ever wondered where to get a pair?
And is there anyone that you would choose?
Well, you’re in luck! We’ll give you that chance!
Just select a shoe from our extensive shoe rack,
Then you can be that someone else for a while–
Just make sure you give the shoes back!
You could borrow a celebrity’s shoes
And walk the red carpet beside other stars,
And for a while, you’ll know what it’s like
To be inside one of those fancy cars!
You could also borrow an athlete’s shoes
And marvel at how fast you can run,
You can also become a jolly clown
And bring other children some fun!
You could even be your favorite character
Or the author of your favorite book,
And into the fantasy world he made,
You can finally have a look!
You can even be your family or friends
So you’ll know how they think and feel,
And it’s a good way for you to find out
That their love for you is, indeed, real.
You can be anyone you admire as well
To see the problems they often face,
So that you know it’s not that simple
To be in that person’s place.
Or you can even be someone that you dislike
So that you can finally understand
Why sometimes, he does certain things
That you simply cannot stand.
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And we hope you’ll realize by the end of the day,
When the shoes, you have to return,
That people’s lives may look great on the outside,
But you still have so much about them to learn.
The Timeless Tricks Tutorial Center
!
School can be fun from time to time
Especially when you’re with your friends,
But maybe you’ve wanted to learn something else
Every day when the school day ends,
Maybe you’ve wanted to learn how to skate
Or to know how to fly a kite,
But you just don’t know where to go
To learn things that for you are right!
It’s why we opened this version of school–
You’ll learn what you truly need to know,
Like how to build a sturdy pillow fort
Or the correct cereal to milk ratio,
We even have some great reviews
In case you’re in need of movies or books,
And we’ll teach you how to hula hoop–
And make it as easy as it looks!
We’ll share some secret recipes
For our cookies and chocolate cake,
And we’ll teach you how to win board games
No matter how long it’ll take,
We’ll help you fold origami
Or learn how to jump really high,
We’ll teach you how to paint with hands
So you can paint animals or even the sky!
You can even request for specific classes;
You can learn just about anything,
We can promise you the time of your life–
One where you’ll dance and play and sing,
We accept students whenever they come
And we have enough space to accommodate all,
So now, everything is up to you–
We’ll just be here should you want to enroll!
!
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Toy Store Travels
Welcome to the very best toy store on earth,
Made by the best of Santa’s elves,
It’s a place where toys truly come alive–
They never just stay on the shelves,
You can travel all around the place
To find for yourself the perfect toy,
And we’re sure that all your travels
Will bring you much wonder and joy!
First, pick out a toy car from our parking lot
Then, set it down on the floor,
Wait a few minutes, and then you will see
The car much bigger than it was before!
And to make your traveling easier,
When you’ve found your chosen place,
The car can once again fit in your pocket–
There’s no need for parking space!
You can join the tea parties our dolls host every day
And they always have some extra seats,
They make the friendliest and chattiest hosts
And they serve such delicious treats,
You could also visit our petting zoo
Where the world's fluffiest stuffed toys are found,
And they're always willing to give out free hugs—
There's more than enough to go around!
You can create your own houses or even whole cities—
Just look for free land and some building blocks
And feel free to build as much as you want—
We have almost infinite stock!
You can even piece together a sky—
We have puzzle pieces in shades of blue,
You could also make sunsets with orange and red
Or starry nights if they're better for you!
You can join superheroes in saving the world,
Or borrow some of their fancy capes,
You can watch our many bubble shows
And watch bubbles with unique shapes,
You could even just throw away your map–
You don’t really need any clues,
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For we’re sure that if you wander enough,
You’ll find the toy made just for you!
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